Breaking Mental Models

Green Shirt: Yo Jared what do you think about models?

Blue Shirt: Oh Dude, Heidi Klum she FINE, so fine!

Green Shirt: No Man, I’m not talking about those types of models.

Blue Shirt: Wait, I don’t understand!

Green Shirt: I’m talking about Mental Models – duh! Come on, you know, the deeply held assumptions that we have. The generalizations or images that influence the way that we behave. Very often we are not aware of these Mental Models and how they directly affect the way we think about the world! Duh.

Blue Shirt: Wait, Wait, are you sure you’re not talking about really, really ridiculously good looking people?

Green Shirt: Dude, this is what I’m talking about --- Both: Mental Models!

Rap starts....

Blue Shirt: Talking bout Mental Models, they’re kinda like your pair of goggles. How you see situations in many different organizations. Start subconsciously affect everything you see. They don’t cost nothing! These models are FREE!

Green Shirt: Need to have the gumption to face your assumptions. Just use that left hand column to expose these presumptions. Gotta have diversification if you want to find salvation from these mental mis-calculations.

Blue Shirt: If you and your colleagues are in a fog, just use a li’l dialogue get someone to mediate and a new perspective you’ll create. Yeah, don’t be late cause it’s your fate to innovate, get richer traits. We are all from different states, but that don’t mean we can’t relate to each other. You’re my Brother who comes from another mother; we still have these sub attractions that affect our course of action.

Green Shirt: Imagine if we didn’t break down these beliefs, we wouldn’t have paintings by Georgia O’Keefe. Just an example in the days of old when people were all told that they could not be BOLD.

Blue Shirt: Take a look back in history when people looked at things a little differently, oh we used to think that the world was flat, but my man Columbus wasn’t down with that. So in ’92 he sailed the blue, just trying to get to Timbuktu. But when he found out the world was round, all his haters couldn’t make a sound.

Green Shirt: Isaac Newton was innovative. Hit him in the head and he got creative. Said to himself why is this? Now we got the laws of Physics. Looked at things in an off-beat way changed how science looks today. He called this Universal Law Gra-va-tay!

Blue Shirt: When Galileo looked to the sky he had vision, Oh, that a machine could fly. Oh, his Mental Models had foresight and years later at Kitty Hawk some Brothers were Wright.

Green Shirt: Society must have been insane, having it ingrained that girls had smaller brains. Now-a-days it’s a big joke that back in the day Women could not vote.

Both: Changing the way that we look at the world, so here’s your chance, go ahead and give it a WHIRL! WE’RE BREAKING MENTAL MODELS, WERE BREAKING MENTAL MODELS!!!!